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ABSTRACT 

The ,in situ pollel1!;rains of LcI;achi(t p-il1iforrnis 
(Sd·doth. pars) nonn, Lebaclria hypnoides (Brongn.) 
Florin, E"lI1'stiQdend1'011 /ilirifo1'1lle (Schloth.) Florin, 
vValchianth1ts craSS itS Florin and Hi cV1i·"d,'acecus 
lOlorin show a monosaccus which girdles the central 
body leaving its proximal and distal faces free from 
the saccus. A two-lipped, linear su ture along the 
longer equat0rial axis is mostly borne by the 
l.>roader, l.>ladder-free and evidently tbe proximal 
face, The distal face bears a broad sulcus usuallv 
lined by two folds lying across the longer equatorial 
axis in polar view of the flattened specimens, 
Saccus is distally inclined. This organization is 
shown to l.>e different fronl that in the pollengrains 
of Cordaitales, 

TRODUCTION 

In quest for knowledge aboll t the precise 
organiL,ation in gymnospermous pollengrains, 
while going through the monograph of Pro
fessor Florin (1938-45) on the conifers of 
Upper Carboniferous and Lower Permian, 
I came across many illustrations of pollen
grains recovered from the fructifications of 
Lebachia, Ernestiodendron and Walchianthus. 
The organization of these pollengrains ap
peared interesting with reference to its 
comparison with those of cordaitalean and 
later coniferous pollengrains, Hence, this 
restudy was undertaken. On my request 
Professor 0, H, Selling, Director, Palaeo
botanical Department Rijksmuseum, Stock
holm, sent me some of the original slides 
prepared by Prof. Florin for study, about which 
I am so thankful to him and the museum. 

Lebachia, Ernestiodendron and Walehian
thus are three genera of earliest conifers and 
their morphology is very well known. Florin 
(1938-39) created these genera out of the old 
form genus Walchia (Stnbg,) Goepp. 

DESCRIPTION 

The well-illustrated work of Florin (lac. 
cit.) really hardly necessitated further exami

nation of the pollengrains of Lebachia pini
JOl'mis and others by me. However, to guard 
my interpretations against errors due to 
photographic artefacts I stucli d some slides 
of Lcbaehia pinifonnis (Schloth, pars) Florin 
from Lodeve (Autuni n), L hypnoides 
(Brongn,) florin from Ott ndorf near Braunau 
(Upper l<otliegend), E rnestiodendl'on jiliei
forme (Schloth. pars) Florin from Lodew 
(Autunien), Walchianthus crassus Florin 
and W. cylindl'aceous Florin from Braunau, 
Bohemia (Rotliegend and . Rotliegend 
respectively). Some of the specimens out 
of the e slides were photographed and are 
described below, 

Lebachia pinijormis (Schloth. pars) Flol'jn 

PI. 1, Fig. 1 - Pollengrain in polar view, 
nearly circular, 148 [J. in diamet r; central 
body nearly circular, 108 I). in diameter, 
bearing a linear, about 50 [L long, two-lipped 
suture slightly shifted to one side on one face 
and two arcuate folds on the other face run
ning in opposite direction of the suture, 
cxine intramicroreticulate; saccus apparently 
eccentric in width, less wide on the side of 
suture-shift and more wide on the oth'r, 
continuous all round the equator of the 
flattened central body, saccus wall intrareti
culate, m > 'hes small. 

Text Fig. 1a - Pollengrain su bcirclliar to 
± bilateral in polar view, 160 X 140 IJ.; 
central body nearly circular, 102 IJ. in dia
meter, bearing a linear suture lying along 
the longer equatorial axis on one face, about 
54 [J. long, two-lipped and slightly shifted to 
one side, and two, ± parallel, arcuate folds 
on the other face, oriented across the longer 
axis, body exine intramicroreticulate struc
tured; saccus continuous all round, less wide 
on the side of suture-shift and more on the 
other, saccus wall intrareticulate,mcshc.s smalL 

Text Fig. 1b - Pollengrain bilateral in 
polar view, 180 X 140 [J.; central body 

*A part of the paper "The organization in microspores of some ('arly conifers with remarks on 
the organization and affin i ties of Put01l ieispu'rites Ehard.", read ;l t the 13th Scientific i\lecting of 
the Palaeobotanical Society in January 1961, at the Birbal Sahni Institute of Pah,cobotany, Lucknow. 

ltl 
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TEXT-l'IG. 1 - Line skdches of some specimens of L. Pili'form/s. >( 500,
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bilateral, 128 X 108 fL, bearing about 76 fL 
long linear suture with partly opened lips, 
lying along the longer equatorial axis on one 
face, and two, long, ± parallel to each other, 
folds lying across the longer axis on the other 
face and a few folds along the equator of the 
body; saccus almost equally wide all round 
the equator of the flattened central body, 
intrareticulate, meshes small. The pollen
grain shows many squarish crystal holes and 
markings all over. 

PI. 1, Fig. 2 - Pollengrain broadly bilate
ral in polar view, 150 X 136 fL; central body 
bilateral, 106 X 88 fL, bearing a medianly 
placed arcuate fold, running along the longer 
axis on one face and two, long, arcuate folds 
lying ± parallel to each other but across the 
longer equatorial axis on the other face, 
body exine intramicroreticulate; saccus 
equally wide all round the equator of ft.at
tened central body, intrareticulate, meshes 
small. 

Text Fig. 1c - Pollengrain bilateral in 
polar view 148 X 122 fL; central body 
bilateral, 108 X 84 fL, hearing about 64 1.1. 
long linear suture partly engulfed in a folel 
lying along the longer axis on one face and 
a number of subequatorial folds on the other 
face, exine intramicroreticulate; saccus 
almost equally wide all round the equator 
of the ft.attened central body, intrareticulate, 
meshes small. 

PI. 1, Fig. 3 - Pollengrain nearly circular 
in polar view, 136 fL in diameter; central 
body nearly circular, about 96 fL in diameter, 
bearing on one face a 54 fL long, linear suture 
with an angular bend in the middle, suture 
lips not parted and thus their double nature 
not seen; distally two, broad, long, ± parallel 
to each other folds present running across the 
direction of the linear suture, body exine 
intramicroreticulate; saccus almost equally 
wide all round the equator of flattened cen
tral body, intrareticulate, meshes small. 

PI. 1, Fig. 4 - Pollengrain bilateral in 
meridional view along the longer equatorial 
axis; central body ± trapezoid with one 
broader side and a narrower opposite side 
both being free from the saccus, junction 
between the narrower side and lateral body
wall angular, nearer the broad side a bilipped, 
linear suture present; saccus as seen in sec
tional view, distally inclined, exine intrareti
culate, meshes small (TEXT-FIG. 2). 

PI. 1, Fig. 5 - Pollengrain bilateral in 
meridional section along the shorter equa
torial axis; central body trapezoid with a 

broader, saccus-free side elevated in the 
middle and bearing a notch representing 
the furrow of the lincar-mollolete mark in 
sectional view and a narrower, saccus-free, 
opposite side; body exine on the suture 
bearing side thicker than the opposite ~icl·~; 

junction between the lateral and distal 
body-wall a smooth curve; saccus as seen in 
sectional view distally inclined, saccus wall 
intrareticulate, meshes small (TEXT-FIG. 3). 

PI. 1, Fig. 6 - Another specimen similar to 
the one illustrated in PI. 1, Fig. 4. 

PI. 2, Fig. 8 - Florin's (loc. cit.) PI. 
XXVlXXVI, Fig. 15 reproduced. Pollen
grain ft.attened in an obliquely meridional 
plane so that the saccus is drawn up exposing 
a part of the distal, saccus-free face of the 
central body but covering the proximal, 
saccus-free face as schematised in T ext
Fig. 4. 

Lebachia hypnoldes (Brongn.) Florin 

PI. 1, Fig. 7 - Pollengrain broadly bilate
ral, longer equatorial axis 98 fL, shorter axis 
82 fL, central body subcircular, margin dis
tinct, thin and with semilunar folds running 
along it, proximal face bearing a 32 fL long, 

TEXT-FIG. 2 - Line sketch of rl. 1, rig. 4. 

j
 

TEXT-HG. 3 -- Line sketch of PI. 1, I~i:;. 5. 



TC:XT-FlG. 4 _. Line sketch or PI 2, l'i". 8. 

linear, bilipped, open suture slightly shifted 
to one siele due to laterally oblique flattening 
on account of which bladder broader on one 
of the Jateral sieles than the other. Bladder 
intrareticulate, meshes small. 

EYrlestiodendron. filiciforme (Schloth. pars)
 
Florin
 

PI. 2, Fig. 9 - Pol!cngrain J.- bilateral in 
polar view, longer etluatorial asis 130 iJ., 
shorter axis 106 iJ., central body subcircuJar, 
outline dense, bearing a 32 fL long, bent in 
the middle, bilipped suture; distally two 
indistinct folds lying parallel to the shorter 
axis and beyond either end of the monolete 
suture as apparent in the flattened condition. 
Saccus narrower laterally, intrareticulation 
indistinct Pollengrain marked with many 
irregularly distributed squarish to polygonal 
areas apparently crystal mCLrkings or other 
artefacts. 

PI. 2, Fig. 10- Pollengrain roundly 
bilateral, longt>r equatorial axis 150 (J-, shorter 
axis 124 !J-, c ntral body subcircular, outline 
distinct and with folds along it, bearing 
proximally an arcuate, thin, 40 fl- long suture, 
biJipped nature not clear; distally two s mi
lunar folds (only one clearly seen) pr-sent 
apparently running across the direction of 
the proximal suture. Saccus narrower late
rally, intrareticulate, meshes small. 

PI. 2, Fig. 11 - PoJlengrain broadly bilate
ral, longer equatorial axis 148 1.1., shorter 
axis 126 fl-, central body vertically obliquely 
oval due to shifting away on one side, denser 
towards the margin, proximally b >aring a 
wide, biconvex fold running along the longer 
axis in the polar region evidently masking 
the monolete suture which is not to be seen; 
distally t\\'o parallel folds seen running 
obliquely acro... · the longer equatorial axis. 

it 

Sac lIS narrower laterally, intrarcticulate, 
meshes small. 

Walc;llillTltllus Cl""SSUS FlorLn 

PI. 2, Fig. 12 l<.oundly bilateral or oval 
pollengrain, longer eq \latorial axis 154 I)" 
and shorter axis 126 fL, central body sub
circular, outline denser with a few folds along 
it, proximally bearing a 48 fl. long, partly 
open linear suture running along tIll' longer 
axis, distally without any parallel folds. 
Saccus :t uniformly broad all round, intra
reticulate, meshes small. 

PI. 2, Fig. 13 - Two pollengrains, sub
circular, 112 X 96 1.1. and 96 x ~6 I!_, central 
body oval to subcircular, margin denser with 
some folds running == along it, body of bigger 
specimen bearing proximally a 36 V long, 
linear, bilipped suture clearly evident but 
not so in the smaller specimen, no parallel 
folds seen distally. Saccus unequally broad 
on different sides, in trareticulate with small 
meshes. 

PI. 2, Fig. 14 - Pollengrain broadly bilate~ 

ral, longer l:tJ\latorial axis ~4 V' shorter axis 
66 V' central body broadly oval, outline 
distinct, proximally bearing a fold running 
along the longer axis in polar region and 
distally two parallel arcuate folds across the 
longer equatorial axis. Bladder narrow all 
round but more so laterally, seems not to he 
fully inflated before flattening, intrareti 
culate, meshes very small. 

MORPHOGRAPlIICAL SYNTHESIS 

Lcbachia Crable 1) - As represented by 
L. pint/armis and L. hypnuidcs, the flattened 
pollengrains in Lcbachia arc characterise( I 
by circular to bilateral shape in polar view 
and bilateral shape in meridional section. 
They range in overall size from 116 to 148 [J

long diameter in circular specimens and the 
longer equatorial axis 98 to 180 [J- (excep
tionally 211 !J.) with the shorter equatorial 
axis 82 to 140 iL correspondingly in the 
bilateral forms. The central body is broadly 
bilateral to circular in polar view, usually 
clearly differentiated and having small 
semilunar folds lying along the margin. In 
meridional section the central body is trape
zoid with the proximal face outwardly 
curved. In the polar view the proximal face 
of the central boc1y is seen usually bearing 
clearly a monolete suture with two lips, 
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oriented along the longer equatorial axis of occasionally masked by a broad fold engulf
the pollengraills. The suture varies in length ing it. Suture may b:: '<traight, curved or with 
from 32 IJ. to 76 [1., is usually open and may be an angular bend in the middle (TEXT-FIG. 5). 

TABLE 1 

NAME No. OF OVERALL BODY MONOLETE MONOLETE l'RE::iENCE 
SPECIME:-:S SJ2E RANGE SIZE RANGE lVIARK j\·tARJ( OF '[\VlN 

EXAMINED IN IN LENGTH FOLDS 
IN 

!J. IJ· 
!J. 

Lebachia pinifol"lnis 35 108-180 66-113 21 stra ight 26-70 30 present 
X 80-1+1 X 56-104 11 curved mean 48 I). 5 not seen 

2 not seen 
Lebachia hypnoides 19 89-169 51-89 7 strajght 24-42 7 prcscn t 

X 75-122 X 38-80 2 curved mean 27 !J. 12 not seen 
10 not seen 

El"l1esliodendron 10 127-150 71-99 3 straight 24-42 9 present 
filiciforme X 94-141 X 70-103 3 curved mean 35 I" I indistinct 

4 not seen 
IValchianlhus crassus 23 94-149 61-117'5 4 straight 24-80 12 presen t 

X 71-127 X 47-94 11 curved mean 48 !J. 11 not clear 
8 not seen 

IValchianlhus 18 99-150 47-94 5 straigh t 24-71 2 prcs"n t 
cylindraceolts X 85-117'5 X 56-89 7 curved mean 46 V 16 nol seen 

6 not seen 

a b 

c d 

TEXT-FIG. 5 - Shape of monolele mark in L. piniJoY111is·- a. Bent in middle. b. Curved. 
c. ;±straight. d. Covered I.>y fold. 
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Suture lips are usually distinct though 
low. Distally the central body mostly 
shows two (twin) semilunar folds lying 
slightly away from each other as well as 
the pole and at right a.ngles to the longer 
equatorial axis in bilatera.l forms or to the 
monolete suture in circular forms. Rarely 
these distal, twin-folds may not be developed 
(d. TEXT-FIG. Ic). The distance betw en 
the hvin-folds is variable, sometimes both 
lying quite close to each other (TEXT-FIG. 5). 
The exine of central body is intramicro
reticulate structured, slightly thicker on the 
suture bearing or the proximal face than on 
the opposite face. Saccus is developed as a 
continuous lateral girdle round the central 
body leaving saccus-free areas proximany 
as well as distal]y, the former being wider 
than the latter, conditioning distal incli
nation in the saccus attachment (TEXT-FIG. 
6). Saccus wall is intrareticulate with 
meshes about 1 fl. in diameter, roundish and 
0-5-2 !J. distant from each other. 

Between the pollengrains of L. piniJor1l1is 
and L. hypnoides the former are averagely 
bigger in overall size as well as the size of 
the central body (TEXT-FIG. 7) and have 
bigger meshes with wider intervening space 
in the saccus than the latter. In L. hypnoides 
the monolete suture as well as the distal twin 
folds are oftener indistinct than in L. pini
lonnis. 

Organization - A three-dimensional pic
ture of the pollengrain in Lebachia piniJormis 
is easy to imagine from the specimens studied 
in various planes here Especially instruc
tive are the specimens flattened laterally, 
presenting a meridional section such as in 
PI. 1, Figs. 4 to 6, when interpreted with 
reference to the specimens flattened in polar 
view. From the polar views it is clear that 
the poJlengrain possesses a central body 
surrounding vvhich is a single, continuous 
saccus. It is also apparent that the central 
body bears a monolete mark, two vertical 
folds and a number of folds along its margin. 
However, in the meridional section it becomes 
clear that the monosaccus is of the girdling 
type ie. it encircles the central body only 
eCluatoriaJly leaving the polar faces of the 
central body free. The central body is tra
pezoid. The proximal face bears the fur
rowed monolete mark and is broader theW the 
other narrower, distal face, causing inclined 
attachment of the saccus distally. It is also 
seen that in the central body, the junctions 
of the proximal and the distal fac s to the 

lateral wall are angular when viewed along 
the lon!-i<'r equatorial axis (PL. 1, FIC. 4; 
TEXT-FIC. 6b) but rounded when observed 
along the shorter equatorial axis (TEXT-FIC. 
6c) and that the body is fairly deep i.e. the 
polar axis is fairly long. This organil-ation 
as explained here is represent d in Text-fi.g. 
6 in various planes of view From this study 
of the organization it is clear that the distal 
twin-folds ;,re formed in the body along the 
angular iunction between the distal and the 
lateral waJls as that region offers least 
resistance to folding on flattening rUld that 
the marginal folds occur along the angnlar 
junction of the proximal face and th lateral 
body-wall, both to accomodate the depth of 

TEXT-FIG. (, - Org;:u,i7atinn of polkngrain of L. 
piJl1jo'Yn/l'$ in yariOllS pane:, a. P()Jar view. 
b. Eyuatorial view (longer axi:). c. Equatorial vie,,· 
(511 rter axis). 
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the body-wall on flattening. The reason The organization as observed here is dif
why distal twin-folds always lie along the ferent from the one interpreted by Florin 
sulcus is that it is only along these sides that (loc. cit.). In this connection it may well be 
the junction between lateral and distal body recalled that Bertrand (see FLORIN, 1940-45, 
walls is angular (compare TEXT-fIGS. 6b p. 450) had figured a microspore out of the 
and c). material from Buxiere in which the saccus 
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appeared to bc discon tinuous on the proxi
mal face also, as has been found by me. 
However, Florin (loc. cit.) considered Ber
trand's figure as \Nell as his observation a 
result of either the bad state of preservation 
of similar forms or a microspore of different 
origin than these early conifers. 

Ernestiodendron Crable 1) - In general 
morphography the pollengrains of Ernestio
dendron as represented by E. filiciJortne 
agree with those of Lebachia. Between 
the two species of Lebachia, L. j)iniJonnis 
shows greater correspondence in details with 
E ..fihciJorme. 

The flattened pollengrains of Ernestio
dendron 3re mostly bilateral but occasionally 
also circular to nearly circular. The longer 
equatorial axis measures 131 to 150 lJ. and 
the shorter axis 101 to 141 iJ.. The central 
body is mostly bilateral with its longer 
equatorial axis mostly parallel to the longer 
equatorial axis of the whole grain. In one 
out of the ten specimens studied the longer 
equatorial axis of the body lies across the 
longer equatorial axis of the pollen grain, 
the body assuming an oval shape. The 
proximal face of the body mayor may not 
show a monolete mark which when present, 
usually lies along the longer axis of the 
grain and is straight or curved or bent from 
the middle. In one case, the monolete mark 
lies across the longer equatorial axis of the 
grain. In most of the specimens the body 
bears the twin- folds lying across the longer 
equatorial axis and small folds lying along 
its margin. 

Organization - In view of the consider
able morphographical correspondence be
tween the pollengrains of L piniformis 
and E. filiciforme it is reasonable to suppose 
similarity in their organizations as well. 

Walchianthus Crable 1) - Among the two 
species of whicb the pollengrains are reported 
(FLORIN, 1940), those of W. crassus are 
des ribed and illustrated here. The second 
species VV. cylindraceous Florin has also been 
studied (Table 1). The pollengrains of 
Walchianthus, flattened in polar 'view, are 
mostly circular to subcircular. The central 
body 'is also circular to subcircular, margin 
is well defined and usually lined with small 
folds. Proximal face of the central body 
usually shows a lllonolete mark straight, 
curved or bent from the middle and open or 
closed. Distal twin-folds are often not to 
be seen especially in YV. cylindraceous in 
which the body-wall is the thicke.. t of all the 

species studied The exine of the body i:; 
intramicroreticulate, more thick on the 
proximal face and thinner on the distal face. 
Retween the two spp'ies the longr'!" rqua
torial axis of the pollcngrain as well as that 
of the central body shows variation though 
rather little (TEXT-FIG. 7). 

Organization - Most of the pollengrains 
in the slides being in coalesced mass s, onl, 
the polar views could be studied with cer
tainty. Thus, such features as are apparent 
only in a meridional section, are not clear. 

The presence of the monolete mark is a 
more constant feature in Walchianthus 
than the twin-folds which are mostlv absent 
in W. cylindraceo'Us. It seems that in this 
species either the thick exine of the body 
resisted folding on flattening or the angular 
bend is replaced by a smooth curve. 

COMPARISON 

The pollengrains in the three gen ra of 
conifers i.e. Lebachia, Ernestiodendron and 
Walchianthus are similar in many respects of 
their organization and structure. They 
mostly show in polar view, a monolete mark 
borne on the proximal face, small folds along 
body margin and vertical twin-folds distally. 
Organizationally, these pollengrains are 
monosaccate, the saccus girdling the central 
body in a broad zone leaving the proximal 
and distal faces fre from saccus. In meri
dional section the central body is trapezoid, 
the proximal face being broader than the dis
tal counterpart. The central body is deep 
i.e. the polar axis is fairly long, usuall longer 
than the diameter of the saccus-fr e, distal 
fac' but smaller than the proximal face (d. 
TEXT-FIG. 6) of the body. 

Florin (1940-45, p. 299) considered the 
pollengrains of Lebachia, Ernestiodendron 
and Walchianthus to be similar in organi
zation to those of Cordaitales i.e. the saccu. 
covering the central body all round bllt for 
a break on the distal face of the body where 
it bears a shallow, germinal furrow. How
ever, in view of my findings about the organi
zation of the poJlengrains in these ancient 
conifers, their resemblance with those of 
Cordaitales is onl~' superficial. In cases 
where the monoletc mark, the hody marginal 
folds and the twin-folds are clearly sepn, as 
mostly is the case in the poJlengrains of 
Lebachia etc., the morphographical distinc
tion from th pJlengrains of Cordaitale. is 
too obvious to be missi?d. However, in such 
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speCImens where the monolete mark is not 
apparent, the twin-folds where they occur 
and the marginal folds offer the requisite dis
tinction as these are not characteristic of the 
cordaitalean pollengrains, which have a 
subsphcrical central body lacking any regu
larly placed angubr junctions in the wall. 
The basie feature of these coniferous pollen
grains is the monolete mark, which will 
always be seen in some of the specimens 
at least in every assemblage supposed to have 
contained the pollengrains of any of these 
earl v coniferous genera. 

The monolete mark in Lebachia etc., is a 
distinct furrow and has, many a times, been 
observed to be open yet it is difficult to 
surmise that these pollengrains germinated 
through the tetrad marie In context of 
these pollengrains being of seed plants it is 
not unlikely that the pollcntube emerged 
through the distal side of the central body 
where the exine is thinner rather than 
through the tetrad-mark. The absence of 
monolete mark in a significant percentage 
of the specimens in some of the species also 
suggests rather its vestigial nature. 

The organization and morphographical 
differences between the cordaitalean and the 
early coniferalean pollengrains as described 
above are in keeping with the significant 
differences in the organization of the male 

TEXT-FIG. 8 - Organization ()f disaccatp pollen
grains in younger conifers - a. P01ar "iew. b. 
Equatorial \-iew (longer axi;,). 

reproductive structur in these two classes 
of gymnosperms. According to Florin (1940
45, p. 445) "tragt dic l1.itenachse bei den 
altesten bekannten Koniferen la uter Mikro
sporangienschuppen odeI' Microsporophylle, 
die allsserdem hypopcltat, hyposporallgiat 
und bisporangiat sind, wi\.hrcnd bei den 
Cordaiten die Mikrosporophylle weitgehend 
mit sterilen Schuppen untermischt auftretcn, 
keine Art von "Peltation " aufweisen und 
akrosporangiat sind, dh terminaJe Blischel 
von meist' 4-6 Mikl"OspJrangien trag;\ ". 
As summed up by Florin (1939, p. 553), the 
Palaeozoic Cordaitales had a male inflores
cence and the Palaeowic conifers had simple 
male ftovvers. 

The disaccate pollengrain of the later 
conifers seems to be closely related to the 
bilateral monosaccate pollengrains of these 
early conifers as the former can be derived 
fron1 the latter by a single step of reduction 
in the area of the saccus on the two lateral 
sides. The organization between the two, 
is so little different by virtue of the polar 
faces being free from the saccus and the 
saccus being distally inclined in both that if 
viewed in a meridional section along the 
longer equatorial axis, these two pollen types 
are indistinguishable (Compare TEXT-FIGS. 
6b and 8b). 

CONCLUSION 

Organizationally the pollengrain' of Lcba
chia, Ernestiodendron, and H'alchianthus are 
very closely similar to each other, conforming 
to their phylogenetic nearnes' which is 
already well established on other evidences. 
Morphographically the pollen type of these 
early conifers is substantiallv different from 
that of the Cordaitales and ~loes not suggest 
as much close or direct a relationship between 
the two classes as the former has with the 
type of pollcngrain found in younger conifers. 

Among Sporae dispersae, the organization 
in the pollengrains of Lebachia etc., is re
presen ted by the genus Potonicisporitcs 
Bhard., created by me in reverenc to my 
teacher, Prof. Dr. R. Potonie. The locu.s 
tyjJicus of Potonieisporites is the pper 
Stephanien of the Saar Coalfield (BHARDWAJ, 
1954) from which the occurrence of these 
early conifers is also report d. In view of 
the new and detailed information prespnted 
here it is necpssary now to redefine the 
genus Potonieisporites which I propose to do 
separat>ly in a subsequent paper, 
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1-6. T.ebachia ;blniformis, PIIoto Nos. 238/5, 78/3, 
238/2, 238/18, 238/17, 238j1. 

7. Lebachla hypnoides, Photo No. 238/14. 
PLATE 2 

8, Lebachia piniformis - I'lorin 1938-39, PI. 

Palaeozoic age. Preliminary Kote. Bot. Notiscr.: 
547-565. 

Idem (19~8-3q). Die Koniferen dps ber1<:\rlJons 
nod des lllLteren Penns. .Palacuntographil-o 
85B(I-4): 1-242 

Idem (1940-45). hid. 85B (5-8) 243729. 
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XXV/XXVI, Fig. 15, reproclnced. 

9-11. Ernestiodendron filicifum/i;, Photo Nos. 
78/8, 238/10, 238/11. 

12-14. IYalchianthus o'ass'/lS, Photo Nos. 238/15, 
238/16, 238/12. 


